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No 44. be empowered to sell and divide the price ; the subject being actually sold, aind
the price in medio, an inhibiter who had refused to accede to the trust-right,
i was not allowed to reduce," in respect he could not allege the sale was at an
under value, and that the price was in medio.

The like had been done some years ago in the case of the Creditors of Hal-
green, where an inhibiter was not allowed to reduce a sale which had been made
at an adequate price, and the price in medio, there being no prejudice to the
inhibiter; whign. as it seems to have foundation in law, has great equity in it.
And in the reasoning in this case, it was taken fbr granted, that in case he had
been allowed to reduce, he must have found caution, that this subject when
again sold, should yield a price not under what it stood now sold for.

Fol. Dic. V. 3. P. X24. Kilkerran, (INHIBITION.) No i.p. 28.5

1744. 'fune 19. CREDITORS of SIR JAMES CAMrBELL, competing.

By the act 268, Parliament 15, James VI. it is required, That injibitions
should be executed at the head-burgh of the jurisdiction within which the deb.
tor dwells, which accordingly was in this case done. Sir James Campbel's re.
sidence was in the shire of Argyle, and the execution of John Campbel's inhi-
bition bore it to have been executed at Inverary, the head burgh of the shire,
wherein his lands also lie, But it was objected as a nullity, That the execution
did not bear Sir James's residence to be within the shire of Argyle, which the
Loas' repelled.'

Kilkerran, (INHIBITION.) No- 4. p. 286.

*** See Clerk Home's report of this case, No 24. p. 3697. !vocr EXECUTION,

1745. January 25. Blis KENNAN against DAWLINGS,

BAILIE - Kennan merchant in Dumfries, had right by progress to a wad-
set on the lands of Thrievegiange, his authors having apprised it, and also ob.
tained a voluntary disposition from the person in the right; but the same being
also apprised by the authors of William and Mlargaret Dawlings; in a compe-
tition that arose between them, it was objected to Kennan's rights, that they
were reducible upon an inhibition led 1665 by the Dawling's authors.

A4nswered, The inhibition was never registrated, though it is marked upon-
as if it were, 27 th March x66, which appears from this, that there is no book
of the stewartry of Kirkcudbright, where the lands lie, for that year.

THE LORD ORDINARY, January 5 th 1745, on advice with the LORDS, Sustain-
44 the objection to the inhibitiou,
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